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DO WE REALLY NEED TO

WORRY SO MUCH ABOUT IT?
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BYOD at school is more than the latest buzz phrase you hear at every corner of 
the teacher's rooms or along school hallways. It's really happening. More and 
more schools adopt BYOD policies and allow students to bring their own mobile 
phones, tablets, eBooks, and other devices in the classroom, and use them as 
tools to enhance learning. Students generally consider that every one of them 
should be able to use a mobile device during the school day for learning.

Addressing the most
common concerns about BYOD

Devices that students have 
personal access to outside 

of school

Grade 6-8

Success stories, like Forsyth County Schools from Georgia, Katy ISD from Texas, 
or Fairfax County Schools from Virginia, get to the ears of teachers and 
principals everywhere. But failure BYOD stories exist as well, and they rarely hit 
the headlines as often.

The thing is, change is not an event; it's a process. A traditional education system 
can’t become modern overnight. Both success stories and failure stories of 
adopting BYOD policies and implementing BYOD programs in schools belong to 
this process.

The education system needs pioneer schools to test the waters of BYOD and 
share what they find with everyone that wants to follow suit. But these pioneers 
have to be prepared for both success and failure. When enough schools adopt 
BYOD, and when enough of them are successful, the system will follow. 

There are plenty of concerns about adopting BYOD in schools, and many of these 
are legitimate. But this shouldn't stop schools from giving BYOD at least a chance.

What follows is a list of concerns regarding BYOD in schools — general 
concerns, concerns of principals of educational institutions, and parent 
concerns — and some corresponding suggestions on how to overcome them.
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of students in grade 6-12 say it is important 
for them to use mobile devices at school.
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General concerns about BYOD

Whether we’re talking about school districts, school principals, teachers, 
teaching assistants, parents, and even students, there are some questions 
regarding the use of devices in the classroom that are on everyone’s lips. Here 
are the most common ones.

Will BYOD deepen the digital divide?

But the teacher will not disappear from the classroom when students bring their 
devices to school. The teacher's role in a BYOD classroom is to guide students in 
their learning process, and encourage the use of mobile devices as helpful 
learning tools.

Technology will actually grab students’ attention rather than distract them from 
learning.

This is probably the most legitimate one. Students from low-income families 
may not be able to afford new mobile devices, or the devices they can afford 
won't be top performers. Even when schools provide for these students the 
digital divide doesn't disappear completely. These students just don't need yet 
another social status symbol tied to their persona.

But denying all kids the access to technology because a part of them can't afford 
appropriate devices is worse. Schools and teachers need to work with what they 
already have, and increase technology access with time.

There is no perfect solution to solve this problem, but solutions exist 
nonetheless. For example, students could become beneficiaries of a BYOD 
funding program, or they could be able to check out a device from the school’s 
library. Also, more measures can be taken in order to standardize the software 
students use, so that a medium-performing device should be enough to 
participate in classroom activities.

Will BYOD distract students from learning?

Yes, mobile devices allow kids to play games, watch funny videos, or chat online 
on social media channels. Depending on their age, students can be more or less 
motivated and self-directed learners, and be tempted to use their phones in the 
classroom like they do in their free time.

Grade 6-8 Students with various levels of mobile device access and
how they are using technology for schoolwork.

Take online tests

Create presentations

Use internet based services

Use a school portal

Email teachers w/questions

Use online textbooks

Find online videos for homework help

Watch teacher created videos

Post to class blogs

0%

None

20% 40% 60% 80%

Computer Lab Chromebook Tablet Laptop
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Will BYOD raise more security issues?

Students with popular devices might have them stolen, or worse, destroyed. 
What’s more, any student or teacher can infest school devices with all sorts of 
malware and viruses. And what if kids find a loop in the system and access 
websites with inappropriate content?

Everything depicted above can happen and can lead to serious damages. But 
schools have more than one way to avoid all these issues.

By using their mobile devices, students can access educational learning apps, 
watch how-to videos on school subjects, do research online, log in to the 
school's online learning platform, and communicate with teachers through email 
and online chat.

Will BYOD encourage students to cheat?

A device connected to the internet will always lure students on the path of 
cheating. They are still learning how to discern between right and wrong, so no 
wonder many of them will choose the easy way of getting a good grade and use 
their phones to give an answer they don't actually know.

Students need to know the notions of digital citizenship, and discourage one 
another from any act of cheating with their phones. Also, teachers can gather all 
the phones and put them in a basket or some other place in front of the class 
during a test.

Perhaps an even better solution is to assess students in a manner that they can’t 
possibly cheat. They can prove their learning progress by explaining to others 
what they know, or by giving creative examples of what they understood from a 
particular lesson.

While this can totally happen, it doesn't mean that bringing a mobile device to 
school will automatically make this happen.

Since BYOD is usually implemented district-wide or school-wide, principals need 
to figure out some technical issues, as well as some people-related issues. They 
might learn they need new resources to implement BYOD successfully, so they 
need to prepare accordingly. 
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School concerns about BYOD



Will BYOD need an increased tech support?

With so many types of devices and so many configurations to each type, it's 
impossible for the tech support team to keep track of each and every device that 
is used in a normal day at school.

Plus, some students, knowingly or not, might contact support on some issues 
that the school isn't responsible to deal with. The devices that belong to kids and 
their families should be mended, repaired or replaced at the costs of the owners, 
not the school's.

The best way to avoid confusion and to make sure the school support team only 
deals with appropriate issues is to clearly state in the BYOD policy (that everyone 
needs to sign) what the support team is responsible for and what they are not. 
Also, schools should make sure that this BYOD policy is easily accessed by any 
stakeholder. 
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The IT staff can design a secure internet connection that will automatically 
restrict access to unwanted websites. Schools need to encourage students to 
report any malicious use and flag any website with inappropriate content, which 
will be blacklisted. Also, strong firewalls can detect most viruses and reject the 
USB memory stick these usually come on. And in order to avoid device theft, 
students should be taught about being less absent-minded and more careful 
with the devices they bring in the classroom.

WIll BYOD lead to network overload?

This happens far more often than expected. When hundreds of users connect at 
the same network simultaneously, things get slower and frustrating, and can 
even lead to a network crash.

The thing is, many schools don't have strong wireless networks, and the ones 
they do have were designed mostly with teachers' needs in mind. Years ago, 
when the internet spread across schools, few people even considered the 
possibility that the then-new network will someday be accessed by hundreds of 
students at the same time.

The solution to this issue is to invest in an IT architect (or team) that will be able 
to design the school wireless network in a way that not only responds to the need 
of bandwidth, but is also scalable. This way, all students will be able to access 
the internet at school and have a great user experience.



What if students forget to bring/charge their devices?

Students can actually leave their chargers at home on purpose, and push it as an 
excuse for not doing their homework. But technology can work against them the 
same way as it works for them.

What about those teachers reluctant to technology?

The decision taken by a school's board members to adopt BYOD means nothing 
if it's not embraced and implemented by the teachers in that school. There are 
many reasons behind some educators' reluctance to using technology in their 
classroom instruction, such as a lack of understanding of its benefits, a fear of 
the unknown, or simply having a traditional approach to education.

blog.neolms.com. 

Various training programs are available, and the teachers that are excited about 
BYOD can spread their enthusiasm to others by showing them what they do, how 
they do it, and what results they see. More to that, when a teacher has some 
trouble with some piece of technology, chances are that one of their students 
might be able to give a helping hand.

But schools can overcome these issues and support all their students in 
experiencing a modern learning experience in the classroom. Just like teachers 
teach students, so should schools teach teachers on the benefits of using tech 
devices in class. 

If the school uses a cloud-based LMS, or at least a file-sharing solution like 
Google Drive, students can log in to their accounts from one of the computers 
they find in the school library or the tech lab. Also, teachers can design the 
classroom activities to require fewer devices. They can assign students to small 
work groups so they can share one device between them. 

As for charging the devices, a plan B should be prepared. A few extra power 
strips should be easy to find around the school, just like a few extra light bulbs 
usually are.
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Studies have shown exposure to mobile 
phone radiation is associated with a wide 

range of health problems.
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Headaches

Impaired immune system

Tumors of hearing nerve

Break in blood brain barrier

Reduced melatonin

Genetic damage

Interference with pacemakers

Melanoma of the eye

Pressure on tingling in the head

Memory loss

Brain tumors

DNA alteration or damage

Change brain electrical activity

Cardiovascular stress

Eye problems

Fatigue

MOBILE
P H O N E
HEALTH
HAZARDS

Will BYOD come with health risks for my kids?

Mobile devices can come with many hidden costs in term of health. Doctors 
witness new, real physical conditions caused by the extended use of mobile 
devices – like text neck, smartphone pinky, and not to mention FOMO (Fear of 
Missing Out), which is a psychological condition quite common among 
teenagers. 

Sometimes, a smartphone seems like a natural extension to kids' hands. No 
wonder that parents are concerned that their children could develop one or more 
of the above conditions. And by allowing the use of mobile devices in the 
classroom, schools don't seem to help this situation at all.

But the use of mobile devices in class doesn't come without limitations. No 
teacher should allow students to constantly be with their eyes in the screen. All 
class activities involve some face-to-face collaboration with peers and the 
teacher, taking notes, moving around, and plenty of time that doesn't require 
students to keep their eyes on a screen for a long period of time.

Will I need to pay more for BYOD?

The access to education may be equal and free for anyone, but any parent or 
care-taker can agree that keeping a child in school is anything but free. From 
something as cheap as an eraser to a yearly tuition for a private school, the 
education costs for any student amount in the pockets of their parents.

Kids may try to convince their parents that the latest model of iPhone will 
increase their IQ and their love for school, but this doesn’t mean the latest model 
of smartphone is the most important requirement for BYOD. Most classroom 
activities that involve the use of devices only require a wireless connection for 
the internet, and some standard software.

Parents’ involvement into the new-age-tech schooling goes beyond signing a 
BYOD agreement and paying for devices and internet services. Their kids’ 
education is important, so it’s only natural that they have questions and concerns 
about the necessity and the impact of a BYOD policy.

Parents need to know what kind of learning content is accessed with the 
device, and what kind of configuration that device needs for a satisfying user 
experience. More often than not, they’ll find out that an average device can do 
the trick.

Parent concerns about BYOD



By allowing the use of mobile devices in the classroom, schools don’t seem to 
solve these problems at all; on the contrary. But the use of mobile devices at 
school is far from being the sole responsible source for these unwanted 
situations.

Avoiding all sorts of negative outcomes requires a common effort of schools, 
teachers, students, and parents alike. Students of all ages should be taught 
about digital citizenship, how to behave in the online environment and how to 
protect themselves and others. And this should happen not only during the 
school day, but under the supervision of parents as well.
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What if I can’t afford a device? How will my child learn and 
participate in class?

Will BYOD support online bullying or data theft?

Low-income families can hardly make it month over month with the cost of 
living. If that wouldn’t be enough, acquiring a new device for their child to use at 
school may be an extra financial burden.  

These parents need to know that they don’t have to spend too much on a new 
device. The market of smartphones responds to the high supply and demand, 
making prices become lower and lower. 

Also, schools that adhere to a BYOD policy are committed to reducing 
technology inequity and support students and their families to acquire the 
necessary mobile devices. Therefore, more often than not, the school has a 
BYOD funding program that parents from low-income families can access. 

Online connection sometimes leads to less desired situations, like bullying or 
data theft. The number of kids being the target of such negative behaviors online 
is growing. The online medium makes it easy for those with bad intentions to 
take advantage of the naivety of some students, as they can hide behind a 
screen.



Adopting BYOD policies and allowing students to use mobile devices as learning tools 
in the classroom will probably become the norm in educational institutions, sooner or 
later. BYOD is on an ascending trend, but it hasn’t reached the majority yet.

Even though implementing BYOD in schools comes with plenty of challenges for all 
stakeholders — principals, teachers, students, parents — the balance is tipped in favor 
of it. The more schools adopt BYOD, the easier it will become to overcome all 
challenges related to it.    

There are various solutions that help educators coordinate and supervise the BYOD 
program throughout students' learning process. Probably the best tool that can 
contribute to the success of the BYOD program is a Learning Management System 
(LMS). The LMS can help integrate mobile devices into different teaching methods 
and styles, assist teachers to deliver content during classes and assess student 
activity through reports and assignments and can also help teachers to implement a 
flipped classroom setting.

An LMS that educators can use to bring out the most from a BYOD program is 
CYPHER Learning. CYPHER Learning is a world class Learning Management 
System for schools and universities to makes learning more engaging and 
effective. The platform is known for its intuitive design, innovative features, and 
ease of use.

CYPHER Learning provides a refreshingly new way to teach and learn and it can 
significantly boost student engagement throughout the BYOD program. 
Teachers can deliver beautifully designed content directly to the students’ 
devices, making learning truly efficient and engaging.

Conclusion
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